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THE 'CITY·S' GIANT 

BRIDGES' 

Although the famous Brooklyn suspension bridge 
was built a quarter of a century ago, and, therefore, 
cannot legitimately be included in a 'review of the 
engineering work of the past decade, we have given ,it 
a place among our illustrations, first because of its 
great historical interest, and second
ly pecause it f�rms such an impor' 
tant member of the quartette of 
giant bridges which span the broad 
waters of the East River, and atlord 
the principal means of communica· 
tion between New York and Brook" 
lyn. 

. Scientific Arnerica� 

THE ; �8BURO SUSPENSION BRIDGE. 
In the Closing> years of the last century the city 

undertook the construction of another wire cable sus
pension bridge.'" The location of the crossing was laid 
from Delanc�y' ... Street, Manhattan, to Broadway, in 
Brooklyn. The. m.ain span is slightly longer than that 
of the Brooklyn�Bridge, the clear width from tower to 
tower 'being'1;600 feet. 'The shore spans, however, 
are o:!ly 596,% feet, as agai.llst 930 feet, which is the 
length of the ,j;lhore spans of the older structure. In 
poi1l,t of weight: and carrying capacity, the Williams-
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their ends to heavy cast steel shoes which are pinned 
to a series of steel anchorage eye·bars imbedded in the 
masonry of the. anchorages. The' steel used in con

'structing these cables is of unusually high tensile 
strength, the best specimens showing a breaking 
strength, in some cases, as high as 210,000 pounds to 
tlie square inch. The cables for supporting the road, 
way are attached to t,he main cables by means of heavy 
cast-tron saddles, and at their lower ends they, are 
looped around cast·steel shoes, from which the floor 
beams of tMbridge are hung by four heavy. steel 

bolts. It wIll be notlced from our 
iIlustrati!)n 'that there are' n� ,sus
pender cable's, 'for the shore �pans 
of the bridge, the main cables serv
ing to 'carry the. weight of the cen
trall,600-foot spans only. The shore 
• spans" consist : 'of . extensions of' the 
stiffening trusse's; and the load of 
each of these. SPans is' carried by 
the tower, the anehorage, a.nd a 
steel pier l�cated at the center of 
the truss;' The total cost of the 
bridge, . 'including the approaches 
and purchalle" of real estate" was 
about ,22,000,0.00: .", . 

THE 1I4.NHATTAN SUSPENSION 
.IDOE. 

The third of the great crossings 
of the East River; known as the 
Manhattan Bridge, which is . located 
about a quarter of a mile to. the 
east of the old Brooklyn, Bridge, .is 
now in process .of erection, andwiIl 

'p�obablY be opened in 1909-10. 

'The wire sus{lension bridge is es· 
sentially an American production; 
for although chain suspension 
bridges, in which the main suppor't-' 
ing members' consisted of flat iron 
bars linked together by ,pins, had 
been built in some numbers in Eng· 
land and on the Continent, the use 
of wire cables is one of the original 
and distinguishing characteristics 
of American long·span brid,ges. 
When Col. Roebling first promulgat· 
ed his plans for spanning the broad 
expanse of the East River with a 
wire, cable suspension bridge of the 
enormous span of 1,595 feet, the 
scheme was regarded with no little 
apprehension. The longest exist
ing bridges were of less than 1,000, 
feet span; and it was considered 
that ,.there were insu1ll.cient re
liable data available to guarantee 
an advance to proportions of the 

This view shows the cables In course of oonst:rDctIon. One end of. t1!e wire from &';';'1 111 passed aroUDci' 
the eheave ehoWiL near Ieft..hand eilrner of engraving, which Ie drawn across the bridge, thus strmgIDg 

tWo lengths of wire at eACQ journey. 
. . 

Originally designed as a stiffened 
chain·cable bridge, the plans were 
subsequep.t1y changed by the substi
tution of wire for .chain cables .. 
Upon. its completion, the bridge, in 
respect of Its ca.'rrying. capacity, 

unusual magnitude proposed. Great 
honor, therefore, is due to Mr. Roeb-
ling for' the courage with which he staked his reputa
tion upOn the venture, and the indomitable pluck with 
which he and his associates carried it through' to IiIUC
cessful cOinpletion. The foundations for the towers. 
were prepared by Sinking two huge timber caissons 

I to the rock underlying the river mud and sand. Upon' 
these were erected t",o massive masonry to",ers which 
were carried up to "an extreme 'height of 272 feet above 
the river. Meanwhile the anchorages, conSisting each 
of ainass of solid masonry, were constructed on either 
shore, at a distance of 930 feet from the towers, and 
deep within this masonry were im-
bedded the huge anchor plates and 
anchor bars to which the wire 
cable�, were attached. Origin�l1y 
it was planned to make these cables 
of iron wire; but by the time the 
bridge was ready for their erection, 
the advance in the manufacture of 
steel had been such that it was 
found possible to use steel In' placE\ 
of iron, and thus secure mucI:i: 
stronger cables without any 'in
crease of weight. It is to the wis
dom shown in the adoption of this 
stronger material that the city' is 
indebted for the ability shown by 
the bridge, in the later years of its 
life, to �arry loads greatly in ex
cess of those for which it was orig
inally designed. There , fa  rio 
foundation tor the popular belief 
that the bridge' is to-day "greatly 
overloaded." As a matter of fact, 
the steel wire cables are perfectl,. 
weB able to carry their present bur
den. The so-called weakness of the 
bridge 1s due to . the comparative, 
weakness of" the floor system, a.nd 
particularly of the stiffening 
trusses, which on severnl occasions 
have been buckled or broken. Of 
late years, however, the bridge has' 
been subjected to careful and con-

On: OF THE lIANHATTAN BRmGE ANCHORAGES. 

burg Bridge, as it' is called, is a. vastly greater struc· 
ture; for wllereas the floor of the Brooklyn Bridge is 
only 80 feet wide, with provision for two elevated 
tracks, two trolley tracks, two 18-foot roadways with 
two trolley tracks upon them, and a foot walk; the 
Williamsburg Bridge is 120 feet wide and carrie� tW� 
elevated tracks, four trolley tracks, two 18�foot pM. 
senger footwalks between th� trusses and' t;;"o 20�foot 
roadways on the outside, of the trusses, carried, on 
cantilever exten$ions of the floor beams. The lack 
of stiiIness Qf the floor of'the Brooklyn Bridge' is due 

Each cable consists of 1r1 strands in each of which is � wires. 

will be the largest suspen�i!>n 
,bridge in existence, provision hav
ing been made for eight rai1��ad 

and surface tracks, a 35�foot rOl1odway, and two passe\l-
ger footwa'k�, each 11 feet in ,width: ' , 

No, smali' part of the cost of building a bridge of 
this character is due to the di!Rcult nature of tI;te 
foundations. The caissons for the Williamsburg 
Bridge were four in number, there being two for each 
tower; an ,arrangement which was necessitated by the 
rather stee� slope of the underlying rock at the site 
of the towets on each side of ,the river. The borings 
for the ManbJttan Bridge plerlil showed the surface of 
the underlying rock to be fairly level, and hence it was 

decided to construct a single huge 
caisson for the' ,foundations of, each 
tower. The dimensions of the ca�s
sons. wete necessarily large. They 
measured' 78 feet in the direction of 
the �xis of the bridge by 144 feet 
tran'Sye�E\eIY' to the axis. The cal's. 
son proper on the: Brooklyn siue 
was 55 feet 6 illches in depth and 
a�ove this was built a temporary 
cotlerdam, which . was erected to 
prevent the water fro,m flowing'jnto 
the work during the process of sink
ing. The total depth of this, huge 
box, -when it flnaIly reached, .b�-

, rock, was about 10.0 feet. The walis 
of the' caisson were' built of t""";o 
layers of ,12 x 12-inch timbers,', th'!) 
outer one laid horizontally, all(f ih,e 
inner vertically; while on: the o,ut· 
side of this was a double, lay�r, <If 
2 -inch pliqik�ng, the inner one)�id 
diagonlilly;, and' the other vertically. 
Six feet from the . bottom cutting 
edge,' which was sbod wHh steel, 
there. was built over the whole cais. 
son a solid roof, of tiinber 2 feet 9 
inches in thickness stiiIened by 
heavy" tru.s�.!!:, 'rhe spaCe beneath 

, this, watertight" roo{,known as the 
w�'�king 'cllli�ber: was divided into 
three longitudinal sections, and in 
this chamber' the excavation was 

. ' . - tinued IIcrutiny by competent engi
neers; and, so long as this is done,' 
no fears need be entertained for 

TQOONDCTIONOF THE WIRE STRANDS TO THE ANCHOR BARS. 
done by a large army of "ground 
,hogs," as the men who perform 
the work of' excavation are called. 

the safety of the stru�ture. Plans have been prepared 
by the Bridge Departnlent, moreover, for the recOn
st,ruction and sti1fening of the bridge, which include 
the erection 'of deeper and stronger stiffening trusses 
and a com))lete .rebuilding of the' floor system. This 
work will be undertaken as soon' as the adjoining Man
hattan Bridge has been completed,' and when it is com
pleted: the bridge wiil be good for many ce,nturies of 
useful service, and will last just as long as it is safe
guarJied against rustillg and decay by frequent paint
Ing and careful all-round' maintenance. 

to the light construction and shaIlow depth of the From the wor�lng chamber there extended to the 
trusses,' two of which are 8 feet 9 inches and four 17 surfaee. of thfl ", cotlerdam nine steel shafts for ma
feet in depth. This was remedied in the Wi1liams� terial, and one,' elflvator shaft. The material at the 
burg Bridge. by the provision of two unusuaII:y heavy river bottom was' found to be almost pure sand; and 
trusses, each 40 feet in depth, exten�ing continuously it proved possible to blow out the excavated material 
from anchorage to anchorage. The steel towers are', by m�ans of 'compressed �ir which, was forced into the 
erected upo� ;,heavy n:ia�onry piers beneath WhiCh are working caisson 'for the workmen. This was done by 
huge catssons which were sunk to the under)ying bett�; "}': fii;�ns ,of . fourt�en 4'!nch wrought-iron pipes, which 
rock. The ':steel towers are carried to a total "height extended"from the roof of the working chamber to the 
of 335 feet above the river. The four cables, each of surface. At the bottom of each of the 4-inch pipes 
which It 18%, luehes in diameter, are connected at was a length of h ose. which reached from the roof ot 
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OOp7J!&hi �:b'y f;leorge P; Ball � Son.'· ' 
\ ' 

LeD'g1il Q!maln '.8�n; l,o'95K feet'; 'lii.�e spaDs; 980 feet. , Total, length, :includlnc a�jroache.,. 6,OHj feet. ,Width of bridg�; 80 f�t. Height o.f tow� t7t feet above the water. Dia.m�ter of cables,103( inches. ' Capacity; Two rapId . "  " " , ' tra��it tracks ; two Bud'aee'tracks on two 1.8-foot roadwajs ; ,one �o�toot footwalk. 'Total �t""16,OOO,OOO. 

IlBOOJrLYJ( liBIDO:&. COlllRTBUCTIOlll (loIrir'R1I'mnlu'7o. OPRlIlEI ISRa. ,, : 

�ieDgth--'o(' Dillin �PaD, 1,600 feet. Side spans" rs96� feet. Total length, iuciuding approaches, 'i ,279 feet. Width, 11' feet. Height ot towers above high water, 885 feet. Diameter of cables, is%, inchel!J. Capacity: Two rapid traDl!Jlt 
'traeks; four surfa�e tracks; two 2o.f�t roadways; two 1 'i%-foot footwalks.', Total cost, 822,000,000. 

WlLLU.XOuRG BBmGE. COlfSTBlJOTION COKKElfCED 1898. OPENED 1903. 
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Two channel spans, 1,182 feet and 984 feet; 'one island span, 680 teet J two anchor spans, �69� teet and 459 teet. Total length, including approaches, 8,600 teet. Maxl'mum depth ot trusBes, 185 feet. Width ot bridge, !S8 teet. Capaelty 
'as 'planned : , Four rapid transit tracks; four surtacle tracks ; one B4-foot roadway; two a ·foot footwalks. Beeause this bridge Is overstressed it Is under consideration to remOTe all or part of the rapid transit tracks. Cost 820,000,000. 

QUEENBlSOROUGH (BLACKWELL'S ISLUD) BlUDGB. OODDUCTIOll BEG� �901. TO BE OPENED 1909. 

Length of maID IpaD, 1,&70 feet. Side 8p&II8, 715 teet. Total length, inoluding approaches, 6,855 r8f'l.. Wjdth� tiO, feet. 'Height of towers above high wa,ter, 822 feet. Diameter of cables, 11-'" blebes. Capacity:, Four rapid tra .. it 
tracks J tour surface tracks; one 85·foot roadway J two l1·foot footwalks. Total Clost, 8i8,000;OOO. 

JlAImATUlf BRIDGE. COllSDlJOTIOll OO ... I'OD 1901, TO IB OPElfED 1909-1910,' 
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the working chambl)r to tl1e bottom of the excavation. 
A 4-inch water pipe also passed through the caissons, 
and supplied water at 100 pOUlids pressure to six jets. 
One of thes� jets was directed at the .sand around the 
bottom of each b,low-pipe, and served to loosen it so 
thoroughly that the air pressure in the caisson proved 
sufficient to blow the safid up' through the pipe and 
out over the edge of' the caisson. When the caisson 
reached solid rock:, ihe whole interior of the working 
chamber was filled in witii tightly rammed concrete, 
the interior' of the caissons above the roof being also 
filled with the same material,' thus providing a solid 
concrete and timber mass from the rock below the 
bed of the river to the top of the caisson, which stands 
at a level of' 37 feet below mean high water. Above the 
caissons was built a solid masonry pier whose coping 
if' 23 feet above mean high water, the total depth from 
coping to the ca,issons b�ing 60 feet; The construction 
of the foundation and piers on the Manhattan side was 
practim\lly identical; the oily difference in dimensions 
being that due to the difference in depth to rock bot-
tom. <> 

Upon the top of each of the masonry piers were built 
four massive steel footings, and upon these were erect
ed the plaie-steel legs or columns of the steel towers. 
Each tower consists of four apparently slender but 
actually exceedin�y heavy and stiff columns that rise 
322 feet above the water leveL Each pair of columns 
is braced together by a truss system, which extends 
continuously from base to top, except where it is omit- ' 
ted in two panels to provide for the passage of the 
lines of rahway track.' Each pair' of columns, as thus 
connected, :' is braced together by transverse trusses, 
one below the fioor of the bridge, another at the level 
of the upper deck and a third at the top of the tower. 

In previOUS suspension bridges it was customary to 
cradle the tmain cabies, but in the Manhattan Bridge 
the cables (lie in the same vertical planes as the re-

.i " f ' . 

spective legs of the towers ovel" which they pass; In 
respect of hs carrying CapaCity, the Manhattan Bridge 
is the larg�t of the four great bridges across the East 
River. The suspended roadways are carried on two 
decks. Upon the lower deck provision is made for 
four surface tracks, a 35:foot roadway; and two 1i-foot 
passenger walks; while upon the upper deck there will 
be four elevated railway tracks. To carry so great 
a load, the, dimensiomi of the' cables and anchorages 
are necessitrily very large; The anchorages measure 
175 feet in width by 225 feet in length, and the cables 
reach the unprecedented dIameter of 211A, Inches, as 
compared with the diameter of 18%,: inches on the· 
Williamsbllrg' Bridge and 15%, inches on the Brooklyn 
Bridge. The necessary stiffness will be given to the 
suspended i-oadway by' four heavy riveted ,nickel-steel 
trusses, lying in the planes of the fOUf cables and sus
pended from them. 

For the 'construction of, the cables four temporary 
cables, each consisting of four l%,-inch diameter steel, 
ropes, were strung. from anchorage to anchorage over 
the towers: Upon them were laid four working plat
forms for the accommodation of the workmen. The 
stringing of the wires in each cable is accomplished 
by means Of two traveling sheaves, carried on opposite 
legs of an endless steel rope reaching from anchorage 
to anchorage. Each )�heave consists of a 3-foot groov
ed' wheel, attached to hie hauling rope by brackets. 
The hauling rope runs on heavy rollers supported on 
uprights on the temporary foot-bridges. The wire is 
delivered to the bridge on enormous re�s weighing 
3 tons each, half of them being placed on each anchor
age. The end of the wire from a reel at each' end of 
the bridge is put over the hauling sheave at that end 
and fastened to the anchorage; and each hauling rope 
is driven by a 50-horse-power, 220-volt Crocker
Wheeler form W motor: The hauling machinery is 
then stllrted; and, as the sheaves move across the 
bridge, they unwind one wire from each reel, and two 
wires are thus strung by each sheave every time it 
makes the trip across the bridge. There are 256. wires 
in each sm-and, and as the 'strands are completed they 
are lifted from the tempoI-'ary saddles in which they 
rest and placed in the permanent saddle. Each cable 
contains 37 strands of 2� :Wires each, so that there is 
a total of 9,472 wires in each cable. The total length 
of single wire in all four cables will be 23,100 miles. 
The wire has a breaking strength of 215,000 pounds to 
the square inch. The weight of the four cables iIi 
their completed condition will be 8,600 tons.: The side 
spans of the . bridge are 725 feet and the central span 
is 1,470 feet in length. When the bridge is completed 
the total weight of stael in tlre structure will be 42,000 
tons. 

THE QUEENSBOROUGH CANTILEVER BRIDGE. 
,. 

The Queensborough., cantilever bridge, formerly 
known as the Blackwell's Island Bridge, is the latest 
of the f�ur great brldges aCl;ossthe East River. Com
menCing from the Manhattan shore, the dimensions 
and positions of the successive spa� of the bridge are 
as follows: First there is an anchor span 469 feet 
long; then a chanDel span 1,182 feet long, followed 
by what is known as the Island span crossing Black-
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well's Island, which is 630 feet long. Then comes a 
984-foot span over the east channel of the river, and a 
459-foot anchor span extending over the Long Island 
shore. The total length of the bridge, includiJlg the, 
approaches, is 8,600 feet. The maximum depth of the 
trusses at the towers is 185 feet, and the extreme width 
of the bridge is 88, feet. As originally planned, the 
bridge' was designed to carry a maximum congested 
live loading of 12,600 pounds per lineal foot, oll four 
surface trolley tracks, two elevated railway tracks, a 
roadway, and two footwalks. Following a change of 
administration and engineers, it was decided to add 
two additional elevated railroad tracks on the upper 
deck of the structure, and a heavier congested loading 
was adopted of 16,000 pounds to the lineal foot. When 
the bridge was nearing completion, the engineering 
world was startled by· the fall of that other great 
cantilever structure, the Quebec Bridge; and it was 
natural that considerable anxiety should be aroused 
regarding the Queensborough Bridge, since it was 
not only designed on the same general principles, but 
was a heavier structure in itself and was to be sub
jected to a heavier load than the bridge that went 
down. Two separate investigations of the strength 
of the bridge were ma.de for the Bridge Department; 
and in both cases it was found that not only was the 
bridge over weight, but that if it were loaded accord, 
ing to the requirements of the specift,cations' the 
stresses in some of the members would exceed the 
specified stresses by from 25 to 47 per cent. One of 
the consulting engineers recommends the taking of 
considerable dead load from the bridge and the re
moval of two of the elevated railway tracks. The 
other report advises the removal of all elevated tracks. 

The fall of the Quebec Bridge and the condition's 
existing in the Queensborough Bridge cannot fail to 
raise a doubt in the minds of engineers as to the suit
ability of the cantilever system to' the construction 
of heavily-loaded bridges of over 1,000 feet in length 
of SPan; and this, in spite of the fact that troubles in 
both cases were due chiefly to faulty design. The 
Queensborough Bridge is an enormously heavy struc
ture, the weight of the whole mass from abutment to 
abutment of the cantilevers being 52,000 tORS. The 
630-foot span across the Island alone weighs 10,400 
tons, or 16% tons to the lineal foot. The trusses are 
built partly of a special nickel steel and partly of the 
ordinary commercial structural steel, the latter being 
used generally' for the compression members and fioor 
system and nickel steel for the eye-bars or tension 
members. In the structural steel the specifications 
called for an elastic linitt of ::8,000 pounds, a�d an 
ultimate strength of 56,000 pounds. 'The requirement 
of the nickel-steel eye-bars are an elastic limit of 
48,000 pounds and an ultimate strength of 85,000 
pounds, from which it will be seen that the nickel
steel bars are from 40 to 50 per c_ent stronger than 
ordinary structural bars of the same weight. 

The erection of the bridge was done. by the overhang 
method. First the anchor arms on the Manhattan 
and Long Island shores and the span across the island 
were erected on steel falsework. Then the four river 
arms of the cantilevers were built out by overhang to 
a junction in midstream by means of two, massive 
travelers each 120' f�et in height. .This traveler was 
in itself a huge and costly affair weighing 500 tons 
and capable of handling a load of 70 tons. It is prob
able that the bridge will be opened during the year 
1909; In closing our article on the long-span bridges 
of New York, mention should be made of the fact that 
the pl!ins have been drawn for a massive l,OOO-foot steel 
arch bridge, which is to carry a four-track railroad 
across the East River at Hell Gate, and form part of 
an important link connecting tracks of the New Haven 
Railway with those of the Pennsylvania Railway on 
Long Island. 

••••• 

In a remarkable paper read at the meeting of the 
American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, Dr. 
Alexis. Carrel of the Rockefeller Institute showed how 
the knee joint of a dead man has replaced the injured 
joint of-a Uving person; how the arteries of husband 
and wife have been succes'sfully joineil, so that .the 
wife might endure the shock of a surgical operation; 
how an infant's blood has been revitalized by the blood 
of its parent; how a human artery and jugular vein 
have been . interchanged and are fulfilling each the 
other's function; how the kidneys of one cat were 
substituted for the corresponding organs of another, 

. aB4 how a living fo� terrier now frisks about upon 
the leg of a dead companion. "In my experiments to 
preserve arteries," states Dr. Carrel, "I found that 
desiccation would not do, but produced a state of abso
lute death. Then I put the arteries iu refrigerators 
and kept them inclosed in hermetically .sealed tubes, 
at a temperature a little above freezing. I found that 
an artery could be kept alive for sixty days and sub
stituted for the artery of a living animal." Clearly, 
the day is not far off when the perfect organs of a 
man who in life had been free from disease may be 
kept in cold storage after his death and used to 'replace 
diseased organs in Uving men., 
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TALL BUILDINGS 
OF NEW YORK 

Although New York city was not' the first to possess 
Ii mammoth office building of the modern "skyscraper" 
type, the grow'th of such buildings in number and size 
duri�g the past few years has been so rapid as to ren
der lower New York distinctively a city of towers. 
To the wonderful skyward growth of this city, several 
causes have contributed. Chief among these, and 
closely related, are the circumscribed limits of the site 
OIl which the city is built, and the high cost of the 
land. The high price of real estate and the restricted 
area of desirable sites, it is true, have served to 
promote the construction of lofty' buildings in other 
ci ties besides New York; but now here have these proved 
such powerful and impelling motives as here. The 
desire on the part of iarge business interests to be 
located ail closely as possible to the financial center, 
moreover, has helped to produce that huge pile of 
lofty buildings which makes lower New York, in the 
neighborhood of Wall Street, look from a distance as 
though it were a city built upon a hill. Below Cham
bers Street the prices of real estate will run from $30 . 
to $40 per square foot, near the water, to $200 and 
$300 per square foot in the Wall Street district. The 
highest price ever realized was that paid for a small 
corner plot at the southeast corner of Wall Street and 
Broadway, which recently sold for $700,000 or at the 
rate of $600 per square foot. This is the highest price 
ever paid for reai estate in any city of the world. it 
is not at all imusuai for the cost of the site of a 
building in this city to exceed the cost of the struc
ture itself: ThIs was the case with the Fuller Build
Ing, popularly knowJl as the Flatiron Building, whose 
triangular site cost $2,500,000., Where such vast sums 
are paid for the buiiding site, it becomes necessary to 
add story to story uiitil sufficient rentable floor space 
has been secured to guarantee a reasonable profit upon 
the cost both of the site and the building. 

The development Of the lofty office building is one 
of those modern engineering achievements which were 
rendered possible by the introduction of Bessemer steel. 
The limit of height for an ordinary brick or stone 
building of the older kind, is reached when the thick
ness. of the lower .walls becomes such as to seriously 
encroach on the usable floor space of the building. 
The tallest structures of this kind have stopped at a 
height of twelve to fourteen stories; this last being 
the height of the Singer Building, before its recent 
reConstruction. The walls of this structure in the 
lower sto,ries, are nearly three feet in thickness. With 
the introduction of steel columns, girders, and stringers 
iri building construction, it became possible to trans
fer the loads of each story of a building directly to 
vertical columns, by which they were carried direct 
to the foundations; and the intermediate spaces be
tween the colunms required only a sufficient thick
ness of wall to serve the purposes of inclpsure. The 
introduction of steel thus served the double advan
tage of reducing the thickn.ess and weight Qf the walls 
and of enabling the loads to. be concentrated on a 
specified number of vertical members, whose support: 
ing power it was possible accurately to determine. 
Not only was a great reduction made .in the weight, 

but there was a corresponding increase in the elements 
of safety and durability. The stresses in a tall build, 
ing can be calculated �ith accuracy; and by intro
ducing the. proper amount of wind bracing, these struc
tures may be made absolutely secure against being 
overthrown by storm, and reasonably secure against 
earthquake. Furthermo.�� the skeleton steel building 
is a form of construction that lends itself admirably 
to fireproofing; and, if the columns and beams be 
thoroughly protected by good terra cotta or concrete, 
and metal pe' used for the construction of doors, win
dow sashes, frames, and, as far as' possible, for the . 
furniture, a modern office building may be rendered 
practically proof against fire-so far proof, indeed, 
that if a fire starts among the contents of an office, it 
will be localized for want of any combustible material 
upon which to seize in the building itself. The San 
Francisco fire proved that, where the most modern 
methods of fireproofing were used, a tall building 
could go through even such a fierce conflagration as 
that, and yet remaJn so. far intact as to be capable of 
speedy repair� The question has often been asked, 
particularly since the San Francisco disaster, as to 
how the tall buildings in this City would be affected 
by earthquake shock� Judging from the results at 
San Francisco, they would pass 'through an earth
quake with surprisingly little damage. This is ex
plained by the fact that the shock is taken care of 
by the elastic properties of the steel frame; and where 
the walls and panel work have been attached to the 
frame by the most approved method�, the worst that 
can happeI1' is it slight cracking of the masonry, 

The steady increase in height of tall buildings has 
raised the question in the minds of many people as to 
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